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The Bridge at the Edge of the World
Capitalism, the Environment, and Crossing from Crisis to
Sustainability
Yale University Press How serious are the threats to our environment? Here is one measure of the problem: if we
continue to do exactly what we are doing, with no growth in the human population or the world economy, the world in
the latter part of this century will be unﬁt to live in. Of course human activities are not holding at current levels—they
are accelerating, dramatically—and so, too, is the pace of climate disruption, biotic impoverishment, and toxiﬁcation.
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In this book Gus Speth, author of Red Sky at Morning and a widely respected environmentalist, begins with the
observation that the environmental community has grown in strength and sophistication, but the environment has
continued to decline, to the point that we are now at the edge of catastrophe. Speth contends that this situation is a
severe indictment of the economic and political system we call modern capitalism. Our vital task is now to change the
operating instructions for today's destructive world economy before it is too late. The book is about how to do that.

The Bridge at the Edge of the World
Capitalism, the Environment, and Crossing from Crisis to
Sustainability
Yale University Press Presents an analysis of modern capitalism and its impact on the global environmental crises, and
discusses how the transformation of current economic and political systems can lead to environmental sustainability.

They Knew
The US Federal Government's Fifty-Year Role in Causing
the Climate Crisis
MIT Press A devastating, play-by-play account of the federal government's leading role in bringing about today's
climate crisis. In 2015, a group of twenty-one young people sued the federal government for violating their
constitutional rights by promoting the climate catastrophe, depriving them of life, liberty, and property without due
process of law. They Knew oﬀers evidence for their claims, presenting a devastating, play-by-play account of the
federal government's role in bringing about today's climate crisis. James Speth, tapped by the plaintiﬀs as an expert
on climate, documents how administrations from Carter to Trump--despite having information about climate change
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and the connection to fossil fuels--continued aggressive support of a fossil fuel based energy system. What did the
federal government know and when did it know it? Speth asks, echoing another famous cover up. What did the federal
government do and what did it not do? They Knew (an updated version of the Expert Report Speth prepared for the
lawsuit) presents the most compelling indictment yet of the government's role in the climate crisis, showing a fortyyear failure to take action. Since Juliana v. United States was ﬁled, the federal government has repeatedly delayed the
case. Yet even in legal limbo, it has helped inspire a generation of youthful climate activists. An Our Children’s Trust
Book

Climate Change and Society
Sociological Perspectives
OUP Us Climate change is one of the most critical issues of the twenty-ﬁrst century, presenting a major intellectual
challenge to both the natural and social sciences. While there has been signiﬁcant progress in natural science
understanding of climate change, social science analyses have not been as fully developed. Climate Change and
Society breaks new theoretical and empirical ground by presenting climate change as a thoroughly social phenomenon,
embedded in behaviors, institutions, and cultural practices. This collection of essays summarizes existing approaches
to understanding the social, economic, political, and cultural dimensions of climate change. From the factors that drive
carbon emissions to those which inﬂuence societal responses to climate change, the volume provides a comprehensive
overview of the social dimensions of climate change. An improved understanding of the complex relationship between
climate change and society is essential for modifying ecologically harmful human behaviors and institutional practices,
creating just and eﬀective environmental policies, and developing a more sustainable future. Climate Change and
Society provides a useful tool in eﬀorts to integrate social science research, natural science research, and
policymaking regarding climate change and sustainability. Produced by the American Sociological Association's Task
Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change, this book presents a challenging shift from the standard climate
change discourse, and oﬀers a valuable resource for students, scholars, and professionals involved in climate change
research and policy.
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Landscape, Environment and Technology in Colonial and
Postcolonial Africa
Routledge This volume seeks to identify and examine two categories of colonial and postcolonial knowledge production
about Africa. These two broad categories are "environment" and "landscape," and both are useful and problematic to
explore. Discussions about African environments often concentrate on Africans as perpetrators of their own land,
causing degradation from lack of knowledge and technology. "Landscape" deﬁnes the category of knowledge produced
by foreigners about Africa, where Africans remain part of the scenery and yield no agency over their surroundings. To
ﬂesh out these categories and explore their creation and how they have been deployed to shape colonial and
postcolonial discourses on Africa, this volume investigates the "technological pastoral," the points of convergence and
conﬂict between Western notions of pastoral Africa and the introduction of colonial technology, scientiﬁc ideas and
commodiﬁcation of land and animals.

Sustainable Development of Denmark in the World,
1970–2020
A Critical Introduction
Springer Nature This book provides a holistic overview of the history of sustainable development in Denmark over the
last ﬁfty years, covering a host of issues central to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs): ending poverty;
ensuring inclusive and equitable education; reducing inequality; making cities and settlements inclusive, safe and
resilient; and fostering responsible production and consumption patterns, to name a few. It argues for a new
framework of sustainability history, one that is truly global in outlook. As such, it explores what truly global
sustainable development would look like. It considers how economic growth has been the driver for prosperity in the
global north, and considers whether sustainable development and continued economic growth are irreconcilable, and
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what the future of sustainable development initiatives in Denmark might look like.

Environmental Indicators for North America
UNEP/Earthprint Although the environment of North America is not dissected by political borders, Canada and the
United States often measure environmental conditions and report on them using diﬀerent indicators. This report
examines the environmental indicators used by both nations, and based on analysis of current research into common
methodologies used in national, regional and global environmental reporting, it goes on to draw lessons for the
development of bilateral indicators to cover the North American region.

They Knew
The US Federal Government’s Fifty-Year Role in Causing
the Climate Crisis
MIT Press A devastating, compelling account of the federal government's leading role in bringing about today's climate
crisis. In 2015, a group of twenty-one young people sued the federal government in Juliana v. United States for
violating their constitutional rights by promoting climate catastrophe and thereby depriving them of life, liberty, and
property without due process and equal protection of law. They Knew oﬀers evidence supporting the children's claims,
presenting a devastating and compelling account of the federal government's role in bringing about today's climate
crisis. James Gustave Speth, tapped by the plaintiﬀs as one of twenty-one preeminent experts in their climate case,
analyzes how administrations from Carter to Trump—despite having information about the impending climate crisis
and the connection to fossil fuels—continued aggressive support of a fossil fuel based energy system. What did the
federal government know and when did it know it? Speth asks, echoing another famous cover-up. What did the federal
government actively do and what did it fail to do? They Knew (an updated version of the Expert Report Speth prepared
for the lawsuit) presents the most deﬁnitive indictment yet of the US government's role in the climate crisis. Since
Juliana v. United States was ﬁled, the federal government has repeatedly taken unprecedented steps to delay the case
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and force it to the appellate courts' shadow dockets. Yet as the case progresses slowly but certainly, it is inspiring a
generation of youthful climate activists. An Our Children's Trust Book

The Fossil-Fuelled Climate Crisis
Foresight or Discounting Danger?
Springer Nature This book analyses the threat posed by the continued use of fossil fuels. By utilizing Elizabeth Shove’s
social practices approach and Murphy’s own social closure framework, the book examines the accelerating treadmill of
carbon-polluting practices. It incorporates externalities theory to investigate how the full cost of fossil fuels is paid by
others rather than users, and to demonstrate that the environmental commons is a medium for conveying
intergenerational monopolisation and exclusion in the Anthropocene. Murphy uncovers a pattern of opposition to
change when exploiting valuable but dangerous resources. He argues that a new faith in mastering nature is emerging
as a belief in just-in-time technological solutions to circumvent having to change fossil-fuelled practices. The book then
moves on to assess proposed solutions, including Beck’s staging of risk and his hypothesis that the anticipation of
global catastrophe will incite emancipation. It proposes a novel approach to enhancing foresight and avoid incubating
disaster. It will appeal to readers interested in an original social science analysis of this creeping crisis and its
resolution.

Property Rights and Sustainability
The Evolution of Property Rights to Meet Ecological
Challenges
BRILL This book oﬀers a unique and thought provoking exploration of how property concepts can be substantially
reshaped to meet ecological challenges. It takes the discussion beyond its traditional parameters and oﬀers new
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insights into conceptualizing and justifying property systems, in an age of ecological consequences.

Between God and Green
How Evangelicals Are Cultivating a Middle Ground on
Climate Change
Oxford University Press Despite three decades of scientists' warnings and environmentalists' best eﬀorts, the political
will and public engagement necessary to fuel robust action on global climate change remain in short supply. Katharine
K. Wilkinson shows that, contrary to popular expectations, faith-based eﬀorts are emerging and strengthening to
address this problem. In the US, perhaps none is more signiﬁcant than evangelical climate care. Drawing on extensive
focus group and textual research and interviews, Between God and Green explores the phenomenon of climate care,
from its historical roots and theological grounding to its visionary leaders and advocacy initiatives. Wilkinson examines
the movement's reception within the broader evangelical community, from pew to pulpit. She shows that by engaging
with climate change as a matter of private faith and public life, leaders of the movement challenge traditional
boundaries of the evangelical agenda, partisan politics, and established alliances and hostilities. These leaders view
sea-level rise as a moral calamity, lobby for legislation written on both sides of the aisle, and partner with atheist
scientists. Wilkinson reveals how evangelical environmentalists are reshaping not only the landscape of American
climate action, but the contours of their own religious community. Though the movement faces complex challenges,
climate care leaders continue to leverage evangelicalism's size, dominance, cultural position, ethical resources, and
mechanisms of communication to further their cause to bridge God and green.

From Precaution to Proﬁt
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Contemporary Challenges to Environmental Protection in
the Montreal Protocol
Yale University Press "This book challenges the oft-cited belief that the Montreal Protocol remains an exemplary global
environmental agreement. Through a sociological analysis of the political decision-making process and controversies
generated at Montreal Protocol meetings, the book documents new ways global environmental governance is
organized based on neoliberal ideals. The book shows how neoliberalism - as a dominant discourse and economic
practice - has become increasingly embedded in the Montreal Protocol, and how global powers are able to act
protectionist amid that discourse. The book demonstrates how recent controversies involve much more than just
economic protectionism per se; it also involves the protection of the legitimacy of certain forms of scientiﬁc
knowledge. It traces the rise of a new form of disagreement between global powers, members of the scientiﬁc
community, civil society and agro-industry groups, signaling the negative impact of neoliberal policies on ozone
politics and global environmental governance more broadly. The book reveals how global civil society groups involved
in the Montreal Protocol are aﬀected by the neoliberal discourse, which has left them relatively ineﬀective in their
eﬀorts to push for environmental protection"--

Angels by the River
A Memoir
Chelsea Green Publishing Angels by the River follows James Gustave Speth's unlikely path—from a Southern boyhood
to his career as an inﬂuential mainstream environmentalist to his current system-changing activism. In this compelling
memoir, Speth explores the issues, and realities, that have shaped the nation since the 1950s, and that turned an
“ultimate insider” into someone willing to be arrested in front of the White House. Born and raised in a town where
both the best and worst of the South shone through—a town that eventually became the scene of South Carolina's
horriﬁc Orangeburg Massacre—Speth explores how the civil rights movement and the South's agrarian roots inﬂuenced
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his academic career at Yale and later work in the heyday of the environmental movement, when he helped launch two
landmark and inﬂuential environmental groups—the Natural Resources Defense Council and the World Resources
Institute—advise the White House on climate and other emerging issues, and lead the UN's development eﬀorts around
the globe. Speth fought to create and uphold the nation's toughest environmental laws, but now believes a new
environmentalism is needed to confront today's challenges. The advancing climate crisis cannot be addressed, he
warns, as long as we remain ﬁxated on endless growth and consumption, corporate proﬁts, increasing the incomes of
the well-to-do, neglecting those just getting by, and helping abroad only modestly. An American tale, in all its
complexity, Speth's memoir is an inspiration—especially for readers contemplating how to make a diﬀerence in an
increasingly complex world.

The Story of Stuﬀ
How Our Obsession with Stuﬀ Is Trashing the Planet, Our
Communities, and Our Health-and a Vision for Change
Simon and Schuster A classic exposé in company with An Inconvenient Truth and Silent Spring, The Story of Stuﬀ
expands on the celebrated documentary exploring the threat of overconsumption on the environment, economy, and
our health. Leonard examines the “stuﬀ” we use everyday, oﬀering a galvanizing critique and steps for a changed
planet. The Story of Stuﬀ was received with widespread enthusiasm in hardcover, by everyone from Stephen Colbert to
Tavis Smiley to George Stephanopolous on Good Morning America, as well as far-reaching print and blog coverage.
Uncovering and communicating a critically important idea—that there is an intentional system behind our patterns of
consumption and disposal—Annie Leonard transforms how we think about our lives and our relationship to the planet.
From sneaking into factories and dumps around the world to visiting textile workers in Haiti and children mining coltan
for cell phones in the Congo, Leonard, named one of Time magazine’s 100 environmental heroes of 2009, highlights
each step of the materials economy and its actual eﬀect on the earth and the people who live near sites like these.
With curiosity, compassion, and humor, Leonard shares concrete steps for taking action at the individual and political
level that will bring about sustainability, community health, and economic justice. Embraced by teachers, parents,
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churches, community centers, activists, and everyday readers, The Story of Stuﬀ will be a long-lived classic.

Communicating Environmental Patriotism
A Rhetorical History of the American Environmental
Movement
Routledge Environmental patriotism, the belief that the national environment deﬁnes a country’s greatness, is a
signiﬁcant strand in twentieth century American environmentalism. This book is the ﬁrst to explore the history of
environmental patriotism in America through the intriguing stories of environmental patriots and the rhetoric of their
speeches and propaganda, The See America First movement began in 1906 with the aim of protecting and promoting
the landscapes of the American West. In 1908, Giﬀord Pinchot and President Theodore Roosevelt hosted the White
House Conservation Conference to promote the wise use of natural resources for generations of Americans. In 1912,
Pittsburgh’s smoke investigation condemned the eﬀects of coal smoke on the city’s environment. In World War II, a
massive propaganda eﬀort mobilized millions of Americans to plant victory gardens to save resources for the war
abroad. While these may not seem like crucial moments for the American environmental movement, this new history of
American environmentalism shows that they are linked by patriotism. The book oﬀers a provoking critique of
environmentalists’ communication strategies and suggests patriotism as a persuasive hook for new ways to make
environmental issues a national priority. This original research should be of interest to scholars of environmental
communication, environmental history, American history and environmental philosophy.

This Is Hope: Green Vegans and the New Human Ecology
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How We Find Our Way to a Humane and Environmentally
Sane Future
John Hunt Publishing This is Hope compares the outcomes of two human ecologies; one is tragic, the other is full of
promise. As Will explains in his Introduction, ‘Our human ecology is the expression of everything we do and is
represented by every interaction we have on earth…it consists of the multitude of relationships we have with other
people, other species, and our physical environment’. He describes our current human ecology in depth to illustrate
how we are living inappropriately, cruelly, and unsustainably. This is obsolete and has been for a long time; it is the
cause of our overpopulation, our overconsumption of resources, the poverty of ecosystems and people, and our
disregard for the rights of individuals from other species. This is Hope proposes a new human ecology to replace it.

America Beyond Capitalism
Reclaiming Our Wealth, Our Liberty, and Our Democracy
Democracy Collaborative Pres America Beyond Capitalism is a book whose time has come. Gar Alperovitz's expert
diagnosis of the long-term structural crisis of the American economic and political system is accompanied by detailed,
practical answers to the problems we face as a society. Unlike many books that reserve a few pages of a concluding
chapter to oﬀer generalized, tentative solutions, Alperovitz marshals years of research into emerging "new economy"
strategies to present a comprehensive picture of practical bottom-up eﬀorts currently underway in thousands of
communities across the United States. All democratize wealth and empower communities, not corporations: workerownership, cooperatives, community land trusts, social enterprises, along with many supporting municipal, state and
longer term federal strategies as well. America Beyond Capitalism is a call to arms, an eminently practical roadmap for
laying foundations to change a faltering system that increasingly fails to sustain the great American values of equality,
liberty and meaningful democracy.
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A New Environmental Ethics
The Next Millennium for Life on Earth
Routledge No one looking ahead at the middle of the last century could have foreseen the extent and the importance
of the ensuing environmental crises. Now, more than a decade into the next century, no one can ignore it. A New
Environmental Ethics: the Next Millennium for Life on Earth oﬀers clear, powerful, and oftentimes moving thoughts
from one of the ﬁrst and most respected philosophers to write on the environment. Rolston, an early and leading
pioneer in studying the moral relationship between humans and the earth, surveys the full spectrum of approaches in
the ﬁeld of environmental ethics. This book, however, is not simply a judicious overview. Instead, it oﬀers critical
assessments of contemporary academic accounts and draws on a lifetime of research and experience to suggest an
outlook for the future. As a result, this focused, forward-looking analysis will be a necessary complement to any
balanced textbook or anthology in environmental ethics, and will teach its readers to be responsible global citizens,
and residents of their landscape, helping ensure that the future we have will be the one we wish for.

Meeting Environmental Challenges
The Role of Human Identity
Green Books In addressing environmental challenges like climate change, governments, charities and business tend to
focus either on changing policy or business practice, or on urging individuals to adopt diﬀerent behaviour. The role of
human identity is largely absent from the debate. And yet, our identities - who we see ourselves as being - have a
profound impact in shaping the responses we make to environmental challenges. This provocative book will rattle the
cages of many environmentalists, 'green-minded' business-people and policy makers. In it, Crompton and Kasser
suggest that many current approaches to addressing problems like climate change may actually inadvertently serve to
reinforce those aspects of identity that drive us towards unsustainable behaviour in ﬁrst place. They suggest that it
will only be by re-shaping political debate and social institutions in order to promote more helpful aspects of identity
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that we can have any hope of meeting environmental challenges. The book closes by highlighting the opportunities
that this perspective presents for building new alliances between people working not just on environmental issues, but
also on a range of social and developmental concerns: Many of those aspects of human identity that frustrate progress
on the environmental agenda also frustrate progress on meeting other challenges.

Fair Trade, Sustainability and Social Change
Springer The authors critically evaluate the fair trade movement's role in pursuing a more just and environmentally
sustainable society. Using fair trade as a case study of the shift toward non-state forms of governance, they focus on
its role not only as a regulatory tool, but as a catalyst for broader social and political transformation.

America the Possible
Manifesto for a New Economy
Yale University Press In this third volume of his award-winning American Crisis series, James Gustave Speth makes his
boldest and most ambitious contribution yet. He looks unsparingly at the sea of troubles in which the United States
now ﬁnds itself, charts a course through the discouragement and despair commonly felt today, and envisions what he
calls America the Possible, an attractive and plausible future that we can still realize. The book identiﬁes a dozen
features of the American political economy--the country's basic operating system--where transformative change is
essential. It spells out the speciﬁc changes that are needed to move toward a new political economy--one in which the
true priority is to sustain people and planet. Supported by a compelling "theory of change" that explains how system
change can come to America, the book also presents a vision of political, social, and economic life in a renewed
America. Speth envisions a future that will be well worth ﬁghting for. In short, this is a book about the American future
and the strong possibility that we yet have it in ourselves to use our freedom and our democracy in powerful ways to
create something ﬁne, a reborn America, for our children and grandchildren.
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Making Proﬁts, Protecting Our Planet
Corporate Responsibility for Environmental Performance
in Asia and the Paciﬁc : Asian Environment Outlook,
2005
Asian Development Bank This book (i) identiﬁes a range of market and social forces driving the private sector toward
more responsible environmental stewardship; (ii) shows the need for governments, the private sector, and
communities to adjust their relations; (iii) and argues for enhanced enforcement of environmental regulations by
governments even as they reach out to the private sector for stronger collaboration in environmental protection.

From Apocalypse to Way of Life
Environmental Crisis in the American Century
Routledge From Apocalypse to Way of Life is a comprehensive and in depth survey of environmental crisis as it has
been understood for the last four decades. Buell recounts the growing number of ecological and social problems
critical for the environment, and the impact that the growing experience with, and understanding of, them has had on
American politics, society and culture.

The Soul of Capitalism
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Opening Paths to a Moral Economy
Simon and Schuster "In The Soul of Capitalism, Greider examines how the greatest wealth-creation engine in the
history of the world is failing most of us, why it must be changed, and how intrepid pioneers are beginning to
transform it."--BOOK JACKET.

Elements of Ecological Economics
Routledge Elements of Ecological Economics provides a comprehensive introduction to the ﬁeld of ecological
economics, an interdisciplinary project trying to give answers to the problems related to the overexploitation of the
earth’s resources today. These include the problems of global warming (the greenhouse eﬀect) and the overuse of the
seas (e.g. overﬁshing). The book also gives an exposition of the closely related problems of global welfare and justice.
The book covers topics including: the general policy perspective required by sustainability economic growth in a
historical perspective sustainability conceptions and measurement within ecological economics economics and ethics
of climate change global food security the state of the seas on earth and locally (the Baltic Sea). As an introductorylevel text the book will be useful to undergraduate students taking basic courses in economics and related ﬁelds, and
will be comprehensible to anyone interested in environmental problems. Through the separate chapters on the
problems of climate change, sustainable food production, and the overuse of the seas, the reader will easily see the
practical relevance to the theoretical concepts presented and used in the book.

Chemicals Without Harm
Policies for a Sustainable World
MIT Press A proposal for a new chemicals strategy: that we work to develop safer alternatives to hazardous chemicals
rather than focusing exclusively on controlling them.

15
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Berkshire Encyclopedia of Sustainability 2/10
The Business of Sustainability
Berkshire Publishing Group The Business of Sustainability is a core resource for policy makers, members of the
development community, entrepreneurs, and corporate executives, as well as business and economics students and
their professors. It contains rich analysis of how sustainability is being factored into industries across the globe, with
enlightening case studies of businesses serving as agents of change. Contributing authors provide a groundbreaking
body of research-based knowledge. They explain that the concept of sustainability is being re-framed to be positive
about business instead of being tied to the old notion of a trade-oﬀ between business and society (that is, if business
wins, society and the environment must lose), and they explore how economic development can contribute to building
our common future.

Green Intelligence
Creating Environments That Protect Human Health
Yale University Press We live in a world awash in manmade chemicals, from the pesticides on our front lawns to the
diesel exhaust in the air we breathe. Although experts are beginning to understand the potential dangers of these
substances, there are still more than 80,000 synthetic compounds that have not been suﬃciently tested to interpret
their eﬀects on human health. Yale University professor John Wargo has spent much of his career researching the
impact of chemical exposures on women and children. In this book, he explains the origins of society’s profound
misunderstanding of everyday chemical hazards and oﬀers a practical path toward developing greater “green
intelligence.” Despite the rising trend in environmental awareness, information about synthetic substances is often
unavailable, distorted, kept secret, or presented in a way that prevents citizens from acting to reduce threats to their
health and the environment. By examining the histories of ﬁve hazardous technologies and practices, Wargo ﬁnds
remarkable patterns in the delayed discovery of dangers and explains the governments’ failures to manage them
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eﬀectively. Sobering yet eminently readable, Wargo’s book ultimately oﬀers a clear vision for a safer future through
prevention, transparency, and awareness.

Agenda for a New Economy
From Phantom Wealth to Real Wealth
Berrett-Koehler Publishers Nearly two years after the economic meltdown, joblessness and foreclosures are still
endemic, Wall Street executives are once again getting massive bonuses, and our leaders in Washington lack the will
to make desperately needed fundamental changes to the economy. Change will have to come from below. Agenda for a
New Economy is the handbook for that revolution. In this revised and updated edition David Korten has ﬂeshed out his
vision of the alternative to the corporate Wall Street economy: a Main Street economy based on locally owned,
community-oriented “living enterprises” whose success is measured as much by their positive impact on people and
the environment as by their positive balance sheet. We will lose nothing in the process because, as Korten ably
demonstrates, the supposed services Wall Street oﬀers are simply a con game. And Korten now oﬀers more in-depth
advice on how to mount a grassroots campaign to bring about an economy based on shared prosperity, ecological
stewardship, and citizen democracy.

China's Green Religion
Daoism and the Quest for a Sustainable Future
Columbia University Press How can Daoism, China's indigenous religion, give us the aesthetic, ethical, political, and
spiritual tools to address the root causes of our ecological crisis and construct a sustainable future? In China's Green
Religion, James Miller shows how Daoism orients individuals toward a holistic understanding of religion and nature.
Explicitly connecting human ﬂourishing to the thriving of nature, Daoism fosters a "green" subjectivity and agency that
transforms what it means to live a ﬂourishing life on earth. Through a groundbreaking reconstruction of Daoist
philosophy and religion, Miller argues for four key, green insights: a vision of nature as a subjective power that informs
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human life; an anthropological idea of the porous body based on a sense of qi ﬂowing through landscapes and human
beings; a tradition of knowing founded on the experience of transformative power in speciﬁc landscapes and
topographies; and an aesthetic and moral sensibility based on an aﬀective sensitivity to how the world pervades the
body and the body pervades the world. Environmentalists struggle to raise consciousness for their cause, Miller
argues, because their activism relies on a quasi-Christian concept of "saving the earth." Instead, environmentalists
should integrate nature and culture more seamlessly, cultivating through a contemporary intellectual vocabulary a
compelling vision of how the earth materially and spiritually supports human ﬂourishing.

For the Beauty of the Earth
A Christian Vision for Creation Care
Baker Academic This substantially revised and updated edition provides the most thorough evangelical treatment
available on a theology of creation care.

The Five-Ton Life
Carbon, America, and the Culture That May Save Us
U of Nebraska Press At nearly twenty tons per person, American carbon dioxide emissions are among the highest in
the world. Not every American ﬁts this statistic, however. Across the country there are urban neighborhoods, suburbs,
rural areas, and commercial institutions that have drastically lower carbon footprints. These exceptional places, as it
turns out, are neither “poor” nor technologically advanced. Their low emissions are due to culture. In The Five-Ton
Life, Susan Subak uses previously untapped sources to discover and explore various low-carbon locations. In
Washington DC, Chicago suburbs, lower Manhattan, and Amish settlements in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, she
examines the built and social environment to discern the characteristics that contribute to lower greenhouse-gas
emissions. The most decisive factors that decrease energy use are a commitment to small interiors and social
cohesion, although each example exhibits its own dynamics and oﬀers its own lessons for the rest of the country.
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Bringing a fresh approach to the quandary of American household consumption, Subak’s groundbreaking research
provides many pathways toward a future that is inspiring and rooted in America’s own traditions.

Nature's Trust
Environmental Law for a New Ecological Age
Cambridge University Press Environmental law has failed us all. As ecosystems collapse across the globe and the
climate crisis intensiﬁes, environmental agencies worldwide use their authority to permit the very harm that they are
supposed to prevent. Growing numbers of citizens now realize they must act before it is too late. This book exposes
what is wrong with environmental law and oﬀers transformational change based on the public trust doctrine. An
ancient and enduring principle, the trust doctrine asserts public property rights to crucial resources. Its core logic
compels government, as trustee, to protect natural inheritance such as air and water for all humanity. Propelled by
populist impulses and democratic imperatives, the public trust surfaces at epic times in history as a manifest human
right. But until now it has lacked the precision necessary for citizens, government employees, legislators, and judges
to fully safeguard the natural resources we rely on for survival and prosperity. The Nature's Trust approach empowers
citizens worldwide to protect their inalienable ecological rights for generations to come.

Getting Green Done
Hard Truths from the Front Lines of the Sustainability
Revolution: Easyread Edition
ReadHowYouWant.com Soccer moms drive Priuses. Sport utility vehicles are going hybrid. Families are using hemp
shopping bags. More and more companies are developing ''green'' buildings. What's more, the business consultants
say going green is easy and proﬁtable. In reality, though, many green-leaning businesses, families, and governments
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are still ﬁddling with the small stuﬀ while the planet burns. Why? Because implementing sustainability is brutally
diﬃcult. In this witty and contrarian book, Auden Schendler, a sustainable business foot soldier with ﬁfteen year's
worth of experience, gives us a peek under the hood of the green movement. The consultants, he argues, are clueless.
Fluorescent bulbs might be better for our atmosphere, but what do you say to the boutique hotel owner who thinks
they detract from his? And how do you convince a chain-smoking karate expert mechanic to put biodiesel in his
vehicles? Scientists tell us we have to cut CO2 emissions 80 percent by mid-century. That's going to take more than a
recycling program. We'll only solve our problems if we're realistic about the challenge of climate change. In this eyeopening, inspiring book, Schendler illuminates the path.

Right Relationship
Building a Whole Earth Economy
Berrett-Koehler Publishers “We are all stewards of the earth, but often lack speciﬁc information and advice on what we
can do . . . [This] provides a wonderful guide for all of us.” —President Jimmy Carter Our current economic
system—which assumes endless growth and limitless potential wealth—ﬂies in the face of the fact that the earth’s
resources are ﬁnite. The result is increasing destruction of the natural world and growing, sometimes lethal, tension
between rich and poor, global north and south. Trying to ﬁx problems piecemeal is not the solution. We need a
comprehensive new vision of an economy that can serve people and all of life’s commonwealth. Peter G. Brown and
Geoﬀrey Garver use the core Quaker principle of “right relationship”—interacting in a way that is respectful to all and
that aids the common good—as the foundation for a new economic model. Right Relationship poses ﬁve basic
questions: What is an economy for? How does it work? How big is too big? What’s fair? And how can it best be
governed? Brown and Garver expose the antiquated, shortsighted, and downright dangerous assumptions that
underlie our current answers to these questions, as well as the shortcomings of many current reform eﬀorts. They
propose new answers that combine an acute awareness of ecological limits with a fundamental focus on fairness and a
concern with the spiritual, as well as material, well-being of the human race. Brown and Garver describe new forms of
global governance that will be needed to get and keep the economy in right relationship. Individual citizens can and
must play a part in bringing this relationship with life and the world into being
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Life Rules
Why So Much Is Going Wrong Everywhere at Once and
How Life Teaches Us to Fix It
iUniverse LaConte's book oﬀers a compelling answer To The now-universal question suggested by her subtitle. The
global economy has gone viral. it is ravaging Earth's equivalent of an immune system the way HIV ravages the human
immune system, triggering a Critical Mass of AIDS-like mutually reinforcing environmental, economic, social and
political crises that are undermining the ability of human and natural communities to support, protect and heal
themselves. LaConte's prognosis? Since Life rules, we don't, Life will last but Life as we know it-and a lot of us-won't.
LaConte shows that Life learned two billion years ago how to deal with pathological economies: it put them out of
business. it encoded in other-than-human species a set of Economic Rules for Survival that allow them to live within
Earth's means long term. In accessible prose LaConte explains how those rules can work for humans too.
Recommended as a tool for community transition and cultural transformation, Life Rules oﬀers a solution to our global
crisis the publishers call "authentically conserve-ative, deeply Green, and profoundly liberating."

The New American Social Compact
Rights and Responsibilities in the Twenty-ﬁrst Century
Lexington Books Jane Grant's book explores the need to redeﬁne the social compact in twenty-ﬁrst century America. It
proposes a new compact that would honor the expansion of civil, political, and social rights in America, and would
integrate these rights within a new civic procedural ethos, clarifying our obligations to each other, future generations,
other nations, and other species.
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Red Sky at Morning
America and the Crisis of the Global Environment
In this powerful book, a renowned environmental leader warns that despite all the international negotiations of the
past two decades, eﬀorts to protect Earth's environment are not succeeding. He explains why this is so and presents
eight speciﬁc steps that governments and citizens can take to achieve a sustainable future. For this new paperback
edition the author has added an Afterword that brings the narrative up to date.

New Earth Politics
Essays from the Anthropocene
MIT Press Prominent scholars and practitioners in the ﬁeld of global environmental politics consider the ecological and
political realities of life on the new earth, and probe the ﬁeld's deepest and most enduring questions at a time of
increasing environmental stress. Arranged in complementary pairs, included are - reﬂections on environmental
pedagogy, analysis of new geopolitical realities, reﬂections on the power of social movements and international
institutions, and calls for more compelling narratives to promote environmental action.

Routledge Handbook of American Foreign Policy
Routledge No nation has maintained such an immense stature in world politics as the United States has since the Cold
War’s end. In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, prompting the global war on terrorism and the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan
and Iraq, along with American economic and "soft power" primacy, there has been increased interest in and scrutiny of
American foreign policy. The Routledge Handbook of American Foreign Policy brings together leading experts in the
ﬁeld to examine current trends in the way scholars study the history and theories of American conduct in the world,
analysis of state and non-state actors and their tools in conducting policy, and the dynamics of a variety of pressing
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transnational challenges facing the United States. This volume provides a systematic overview of all aspects of
American foreign policy and drives the agenda for further, cutting edge research. Contributors bring analytic depth
and breadth to both the ways in which this subject is approached and the substance of policy formulation and process.
The Handbook is an invaluable resource to students, researchers, scholars, and journalists trying to make sense of the
broader debates in international relations.
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